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When a student deals with a history term paper, the ultimate problem is how to extract the exact and
relevant amount of facts from the bulk of articles, books and electronic data because topics deal
with the historical events and issues are very difficult to narrow down, there are so many history
related skills are required for a student who takes history course in the college. The topic of the
paper must be worth addressing, and first step is to search out relevant secondary materials but
finding relevant sources from library is itself a skill and a history student must possess this expertise
because history is the subject which involves description and narration, it is really critical to extract
desired content from lengthy and detailed information. When all the material collected student must
put all the information together and actually produce knowledge. It is only possible when the
research problem is clearly defined; they must work to build an argument without involving into
common historical fallacies and must incorporate facts with the arguments and subordinate little
ideas to big ones.

It has commonly seen that new young learners with major subject of history find its assignments a
trauma as it is very effortless to understand what occurred in the history and there are variety of
facts and events which are explained by professors during lecture but the real hurdle comes when
they have to deal with paper of minimum numbers, they donâ€™t know what to do with that series of
details and how to cover all the required details in such a thin paper. To overcome this problem they
need to be critical and analytical while writing a history paper. Most of the students do not find it
easy; they usually not have learning style which makes them able to cope with the precise term
paper. Students are not required to write a narrative paper it would make your paper unnecessarily
lengthy and boring and it might not be thought provoking.

After research has been completed, plan in advance what line of argument you will take and till the
end you have to stick with the main argument. Mission statement should be precise and have every
aspect of topic. The analysis should be focused and discuss the topic at every level like global,
societal and individual level but not simply pile up the facts, you should identify reasons why you are
agree or disagree with any development or argument. Your approach must be critical, if you have
enough know how of a topic you can easily express your views about any particular issue or event
and also able to conclude with your own arguments and judgments. One more thing that a student
should not be stern in his approach, your paper must be treated objectively because your personal
affiliations and feelings can affect the credibility of the study. Debate should not be prolonged or not
just the description of facts, your debate should be the end product or an over view of the topic. At
the end of the paper writer should summarize the whole thesis in one paragraph and conclusion
should reinforce the persuasiveness of whole argument in readerâ€™s mind.
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